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Abstract 

Hydro-Qdbec has a long history of PTTl applications. A brief review is presented on our phase 
angle measurement system and our special modified IRlG-B time code on microwave analog channels 
which are stiU in use. This is followed by a description of the use of GPS timing receivers for fa& 
location on high-voltage lines and for synchronous measurement of the power grid. Then our recent 
experiments of time and frequenq transmission on a 250-lrm overhead fiber optic ground wire is 
presented. This link uses one in-line optical amplifier. The absolute delay is chnracterized. 

1 INTRODUCTION 

Hydro-Quibec has extensive experience with P l T I  applications. Our f i s t  P l T I  application 
consisted of time dissemination system using the Communications Technology Satellite['], after 
which we developed a voltage angle measurement system using LORAN-C.[Z1 The use of power 
line carriers in the vicinity of LORAN-C signals prevented us from further developing this 
approach. For this reason and due to parallel developments elsewhere at Hydro-Quibec, we 
built a modified IRIG-B time dissemination['J.51 and are searching for other applications.[61 This 
paper describes the former applications still in use and presents the latest PTTI developments 
at Hydro-Quibec. 

2 TIME DISSEMINATION ON ANALOG MICROWAVE 
CHANNELS 
2.1 IRIG-B 

IRIG-B was not successful with its standard configuration for two reasons: 1) the spectrum of 
the IRIG-B signal is not well adapted to the channel voice bandpass, and 2) the SSB modulation 
of the microwave link adds phase distortion. Use of a 2-kHz modulated carrier plus a pilot 
reference at 1 kHz provides a good way to disseminate time with an accuracy of about a few 
microseconds. 

We have a master clock which is based on a triple system using a RbFS driving two time 
accumulators and a GPS clock. A majority decision system chose one clock to disseminate the 
timing signal in our network. Slave clocks placed at strategic points acted as protection against 
loss of the communication channel. Local Units are used in every substation to recover and 
distribute a standard IRIG-B code to users. 
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2.2 Chronologica l  Record ing  of  E v e n t s  

The first requirement was to date every event in the power system to the nearest millisecond. 
Armed with these dates, someone could then possibly be able to retrace the event's history. 

2.2 P o w e r  Frequency Control 

Before the broad use of crystal clocks in every household, the electrical networks were the 
largest time dissemination systems in the world, which everyone depended on to keep their 
oven range clocks on time. To balance the load and the generation, we centrally controlled 
part of the generated power to maintain a 60-Hz clock on time compared to our IRIG-B time 
system. Figure 1 shows the Allan variance of the Hydro-QuCbec power system compared with 
the Eastern US system. 

2.4 Voltage Angle  M e a s u r e m e n t  System 

The measurement of the voltage angle found between strategic points on the power system has 
the effect of applying a giant stethoscope on an electric grid, which reacts like Jell-0 when 
shaken. Signature analysis provides major clues when searching through chronological reports 
of events, especially during major events (Fig. 2). 

A voltage angle measuring system is still in operation. The IRIG-B system ensures the 
synchronization of remote units and, with the help of local rubidium clocks, has an accuracy 
rate of about 10 11s. 

2.5 GPS Appl ica t ions  

Portable Clock 

We are equipped with a GPS-based portable clock used to calibrate the propagation delay 
of the IRIG-B signals. 

Fault LOCU~OT 

We have implemented an approach similar to the one developed by the Bonneville Power 
Administration, which also uses GPS as a synchronization system. 

3 NEW DIGITAL COMMUNICATION SYSTEMS 

Hydro-Quibec is planning to replace its analog communication system with a SONET-type 
system using fiber-optic-equipped overhead ground wires. This kind of installation is special 
due to the fact that the fiber optics are exposed to outside elements (e.g. temperature, wind) 
to a greater extent than are telecommunications systems, which are usually buried. Also, the 
remote location limits the number of repeaters or line amplifiers which can be used. qpical 
hops could attain each 120-130 km. 

Such a system requires adequate synchronization and the noise affecting the time and frequency 
propagation on the fiber optics is an important consideration. We were asked by Hydro- 
QuCbec's Telecommunications department to characterize the absolute propagation delay and 
its noise. 



3.1 Measurement Setup 

The optical link, which is 260 km long, is equipped with an optical line amplifier located about 
midway down the link. Figure 3 presents a diagram of the measurement setup. Cesium-beam 
clocks are used over the medium term and GPS clocks for the long term at each end. The 
10-MHz output of the Chamouchouanne clock is modulated with a 1-pps marker and then used 
to externally modulate a laser (Fig. 4). 

Halfway down, an optical line amplifier is used to boost the optical signal. At the receiving 
end, the optical signal is converted into an electrical signal. The 1-pps marker is retrieved to 
give the absolute delay, and the 10-MHz signal is analyzed in the frequency and time domains 
using the dual mixer time difference system with a 100-Hz beat frequency. 

3.2 Measurement  Resul ts  

Figure 5 shows the drift of the cesium at both points (note the three cesium clocks used at 
Chamouchouanne). Figure 6 gives the absolute delay over the course of 3 days. Figure 7 
gives the TDEV of the received signal. The long-term portion is measured using the 1-pps 
information, the short-term portion using the 100-Hz beat. Figure 8 gives the frequency domain 
phase noise. On both curves we see a 0.5 to 1 Hz bump. Figure 9 clearly shows oscillation, 
related to span swings. The diurnal-nocturnal is included in TDEV. 

4 CONCLUSION 

Hydro-QuCbec is still active in PITI  applications. Our last measurements revealed a promising 
future for time and frequency dissemination on fiber-optic-equipped overhead ground wire. 
A hot topic will be at the convergence of synchronous measurement on power network and 
information technology. 
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Figure 5. Cesium drift at both places 
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Figure 6. Delay and temperature on 3 days 
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Figure 8. Phase noise - frequency domain 
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Questions and Answers 
RICHARD KEATING (USNO): I understood you to say that the one-half hertz was linked to 
the slow oscillation of the microwave towers. Is that correct? 

GILLES MISSOUT: No. The optical cable is suspended behveen power utility towers, not 
microwave towers. So you have towers at, I think, every 300 meters so the cable is suspended 
there and should calculate the period of oscillation; it's close to .5 hertz. 

RICHARD KEATING: Is it driven by wind? 

GILLES MISSOUT: Yes. 


